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ABSTRACT/INTRODUCTION

typical in Fairchild charge-coupled imaging

It is a well-known phenomenon in silicon
image sensors that a significant level of
optical crosstalk occurs at wavelengths

devices.

In general in CCD's, this deple-,

tion depth is modulated by the gate potent1al
as it is clocked; a time average is then

assumed.

Diffusion lengths of 50 to lOOum

longer than approximately 750nm and that
this crosstalk is due to the lateral dif-

are also typical, judging from the response

fusion of minority carriers generated bel01'1

contact recombination and a typical substrate

the depleted portion of the silicon substrate.
In addition, a lo\'1 level of optical crosstalk
can occur at all \'Javelengths due to scatter-

ing and light-piping in the thin film portion
of the device. This paper describes these
effects quantitatively as they occur in
several different types of image sensors
produced at Fairchild. Comparison~ \'lith
predicted values are also made.

F~nally,

the impact of these effects on dev1ce performance in practical applications is dis-

(Because of back-

thickness of 200um, longer diffusion lengths
do not change the response much.

MODEL FOR DIFFUSION CROSSTALK
Consider an infinitesimal diameter beam of
collimated monochromatic radiation at normal
incidence on a large area imaging device.
Photoelectrons generated in the neutral region will, on the average, diffuse laterally

a distance comparable \'lith the depth of generation measured from the top of the neutral

cussed.

THE MODEL FOR INTERNAL SPECTRAL RESPONSE
Before describing the crosstalk model used
for the various predictions, it is instruc-

tive to look at the basic model for internal

spectral response, i.e., for the response of
the silicon device assuming 100% transmittance
at the surface. This is a one dimensional

model consisting simply of a depletion layer
at the surface and, below this, a semi-infinite neutral region of uniform minority

carrier diffusion length. Figure 1 sho\'ls
the general equation and a resulting spectral
response for particular values of the deple-

tion depth (Lo) and the diffusion length
(LN, for an n-channel device). Also shol'ln
in the figure is the portion of the response

due to diffusion. It is this portion of the
response that gives rise to virtually all of
the crosstalk observed in silicon imaging
devices. The diffusion response is predominant in the infrared because the absorption
1ength ( a -1) is the greatest at these VIa ve-

lengths.

values typically observed.

Depletion depths of 7 to lOum are

region and then be collected in the depletion
region at the nearest potential minimum.
Figure 2 depicts this process; it is the bas-

is of the crosstalk model. The model neglects
any reduction of the depletion depth or absence of depletion at the channel-st?P boundaries between elements. The assumpt10n of
normal incidence can be made because even \'lith

small f/no. optics the high refractive index
in silicon (>3.5) results in substantial internal collimation normal to the surface.

The most generally useful form of the

chara~

terization of this crosstalk is the modulat1on

transfer function (MTF) factor (output modulation/input modulation). This is obtained
by integrating the above spreading proces~
over a sine-wave modulated large area of lrra-

diation. The mathematical treatment of this
problem has been given by Seib, (Ref. 1).
An example result is shown in Figure 3 for

the case of Lo = l Dum and LN = l OOum. From

this example one can see the most prom1nent
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feature of the optical crosstalk characteristic of most silicon imaging devices, namely
a large decrease in MTF as the wavelength is
increased from approximately BOOnm to approximately 900nm. This large decrease occurs at
spatial frequencies as low as approximately

10 1i ne pa i rs/mm. (Because the absorption
coefficient increases slightly with temperature, these curves should be corrected for
large departures from room temperature; see

Table.)
The f\TF is also affected by the optical aperture of the elements. Thus, if the integrated response of the array is uniform over
the entire area; i.e., if there is no loss
of response bebteen the elements, and if the

boundary region is negligibly small, the t1TF
is given by
sinX

>~here

X

nf
=2 fN

and \'/here fN is the Nyquist frequency---the
maximum resolvable frequency. In this idealized case the NTF is 0.637 at fN. If the
boundary region is finite, there will be a
further reduction in the f\TF. An example of
a resultant family of MTF curves for one device is shown in Figure 4; this is for a linescan device with a l3vm element spacing and

5wm neutral channel stop regions bet>~een
the primary depleted portions of the elements,
(Ref. 2). In these channel stop regions the
carriers are virtually all collected at one
or the other of the two adjacent depletion

>~ith

regions and the partitioning of the response

is proportional to the distance from the far
side of the channel stop, (The data in the
figure is discussed later in this paper,)
MAJOR EFFECT OF DIFFUSION CROSSTALK
IN DIFFERENT IMAGE SENSORS
In area image sensors of the frame-transfer

type and the time-delay and integration (TDI)
type, the only effect of diffusion crosstalk
is on MTF. In line-scan 1mage sensors a
second effect is significant, namely, infrared
response in the opaqued CCD readout register(s). In normal operation this produces
a uniform black-level offset in the output
signal that is modulated by the integrated
image intensity. Thus, the b1ack 1eve 1 will
be relatively accurate when only a small
fraction of the elements are exposed to a
high illumination level, but may have a significant error when most of the elements are
exposed to the high illumination level.
Associated with this register response is
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a loss of infrared response at the photoelements. A typical predicted photoelement
response, >~ith the corresponding predicted
total response for the one-dimensional model,
is shown in Figure 5. The maximum shift
register crosstalk occurs >~hen most of the
array is irradiated at the highlight level.
In interline-transfer (ILT) area imagers
(Ref. 3), there are opaqued vertical registers interdigitated with columns of sensor
elements; crosstalk into these registers
leads to an analogous effect, namely, vertical image smearing. For example, crosstalk
from an intense spot image will, because of
the way the device is clocked, result in a
uniform increase in signal in all the chargepackets moving through the adjacent shift
registers, At the display this increase in
signal vlill appear as a vertical smear \'lhich
is uniform over the full height of the picture. Figure 6 shows a schematic crosssection of the device. Whereas in the linescan device described above, the metal extends from the opaqued registers over the
photoelements by ll~m. in ILT area imagers
it is necessary to employ much smaller dimensions of 2wro to 6~m. The reason for holding
this dimension small is that it directly
affects the responsivity of the device and/or
the cell size. In the Fairchild CCD2ll, a
244 X 190 element ILT image sensor vlith a
horizontal cell dimension of 30wm and a horizontal aperture of 14~m, an increase of over1ap from 2wm to 6~m would result in a decrease
in responsivity of more than 50 percent.
Figure 7 shows how the 1eve 1 of the smear
signal in the CCD2ll varies with wavelength.
Here a parameter called the charging ratio (r),
is plotted; the inset in the figure sho>~s how
the smear signal varies with this ratio and
the size of the bright spot causing the smear.
The charging ratio is the ratio of the shift
register photocurrent, caused by crosstalk, to
the photoelement current.
The predicted curve in Figure 7 sho>~s that at
600nm the charging ratio should be less than
one percent. However, as shown in the figure,
typical devices have a charging ratio of
approximately two percent. This excess is
also seen to be more or less independent of
>~avelength.
This excess crosstalk is attributed to optical scattering in the polysilicon
gate; the scattering could occur both at oxidized grain boundaries and at sloped edges of any
of the exposed polysilicon layers.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT
Crosstalk measurements with a light spot
image and with bar-pattern images have been
made with a B&L metallurgical trinocular
microscope head mounted on rails over a large
mechanical stage. The device and socket are

mounted rigidly to the stage. The third eyepiece tube holds either the light spot source

or a sma 11 projector box equipped with 1amp,

diffusers, filter holders and the mask holder.
The spot source is a Sylvania C2T lamp with a

circular incandescent source of approximately

diameter. Small-aperture baffles at
several points along the optical path minimize
flare. Intensity is controlled with a pail· of
crossed polarizers. Both B&L and Nikon 20X
objectives have been used successfully to obtain crosstalk values on l3~m-pitch-arrays of
approximately 3% for the nearest neighbor
element. This low level of crosstalk (at
short wavelengths) establishes the quality
of the optical system.
lOO~m

Only narrow-band and medium-band measurements
are considered definitive with this system,
no attempt has been made to achieve a spec-

trally flat system as would be required with
calibrated broadband sources. For each
filter the system is refocused when using
refractive objectives.

For characterization of device crosstalk vs.
\-Javelength, it is desirable to have optics

that are not affected by wavelength; that is,
to have a reflective objective. A Beck-Ealing
l5X reflective objective was used for such
measurements.

For best results care should

be taken that the reflective elements have

been properly aligned.

In the measurements

described here, using a light spot that would
ideally have had a diameter of approximately
S~m, and making a short wavelength ( < 600nm)
measurement on a 13llm-pitch array, the nearest-

neighbor signal read 7% instead of the 3%
obtained with the best refractive objective,
and the second nearest neighbor read 2% instead of <0. 5%.
In all of the data presented here, those
taken with the reflective objective were
corrected while those taken with the refractive objectives are assumed not to need correction.

All data were taken on photoelements near the
preamplifier of the device so that charge
transfer inefficiency was negligible.

HTF CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CC0121H AND CC013l
In order to make MTF measurements, one should

ideally have a sine-1oave modulated image of

knm·m amplitude. HmoJever, such a source was
not available for the measurements described
here. Instead, it was decided to use a chrome

mask (which would ideally produce a squarewave modulated image) and then determine at
what spatial frequency the 15X reflective
objective would blur this into approximately
sine-wave modulation. Since 1ight spot measurements showed that the image sensor was

operating within a few percent of ideal performance at short wavelenghts ( < 600nm), the
problem became one of finding the spatial
frequency where the measured data matched the
predicted performance.

This was found to

occur at 0. 67 fN ( 25 1p/mm) within experimenta 1

accuracy. Next the output modulations were
measured at the longer wavelengths at this one

spatial frequency.

The ranges of the data for

several typical devices are shown in Figure 4.

The agreement with theory is not as good as
the estimated precision of measurement which
is + l 0%; in the 700-800nm range, the exper-

imental values of NTF are lm;er than predicted;
at lOOOnm they are higher.
In a previously published paper, Vicars-Harris

(Ref. 4), presents square-wave response (CTF)

data for a sample device of this same type,
i.e., a Fairchild line-scan ceo image sensor

with l3~m elements. It is of interest to compare the two sets of data. The Vicars-Harris
data includes the losses due to the lens and,

even though the lens is recognized for its high
resolution---it is a 3 inch B&L Super Baltar--the relative response is significantly lower.

For example, in a 700-800nm band, the VicarsHarris CTF value at 25 lp/mm (0.67 fN) is 53%,
while our corresponding NTF value (the average
of 700nm and 800nm values) is 63%.
LIGHT SPOT CHARACTERIZATION
OF THE CCD121H ANO CCD13l
flhile it is possible in principle to use HTF
data to compute the spread function for a light
spot, it is of interest to measure some directly.

Figure 8 shows light spot data for light spot
diameters significantly less than the element

size; the spot diameters are only approximate.
From this data it may be seen, for example,

that at 900nm the second-nearest neighbors
receive a signal which is 7.5% of that of the
center element.
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PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR AN ADVANCED
ILT IMAGE SENSOR
As described above (see Figure 7), the ILT
type of image sensor exhibits vertical smearing due to crosstalk into the vertical registers. Given that the CCD2ll in Figure 7 has
a charging ratio of 15% at BOOnm, it is desirable to improve the design so as to reduce this value to the order of one percent
or less.

The result is an increase in depletion

depth from 7vm to 17vm. In a new design,
which also includes an antiblooming sink
stripe adjacent to each column of photoelements, the predicted charging ratio at
BOOnm is reduced approximately three
fold---not as much as desired, but nevertheless a significant decrease. The improvement is shown in Figure 9 where, instead of
showing monochromatic data, Ne show broadband

data as a function of long-wavelength cutoff,
achieved with an external filter. Characterized this "ay at a cutoff "avelength of
800nm, the charging ratio is decreased in
the ne" design from 4% to approximately 1%.
Thus, a bright spot with a diameter of 1%
of picture height would cause a smear signal
of 1 X 10- 4 times the spot signal.
SUMMARY
Diffusion crosstalk can severely limit the
performance of CCD image sensors at wavelengths beyond approximately 850nm. This
performance limitation has been discussed
in detail for several imaging devices. Both
the crosstalk to neighboring photoelements
and that to adjacent shift registers can be
significant.
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Fig. 5 Theoretical internal spectral
response for the CCD131 line-scan
image sensor
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Fig. 7 Charging ratio vs. wavelength
for three typical CCD211 ILT image
sensors
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Fig. 6 Model for the c•lculation of
deep carrier crosstalk in an ILT
image sensor
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Fig. 8 Optical crosstalk of a
typical CCD121H line-scan image
sensor characterized using a light
spot
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Fig. 9 Cumulative charging ratio
vs. cut-off wavelength
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